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Spiritual Boost

Plan your Ramadan evenings for
a spiritual Taraweeh
Ramadan is around the corner and the opportunity
to achieve more blessings through night prayers
has arrived. Though Taraweeh can be prayed at
home, plan a few days to head off to the masjid with a group of friends or your family. Stand in
front of your lord and feel the serenity and allow
your soul to be nourished by the sweetness of the
recitation.
To make it more enjoyable try taking a family member or friend who has never prayed taraweeh in
the masjid and make it a goal for this Ramadan.

Joyous EID on the way!

Eid in Trafalgar Square

Girls Get Together

An evening out at the Urban
Muslim Woman Show
Gather your gaggle of gal pals and head over to the
Urban Muslim Woman Show held on 14th June at
the London Novotel West. Evening includes a power
house of speakers, spectacular fashion shows, shopping, and a sumptuous 3 course Gala Dinner. For
more details visit www.urbanmuslimwoman.co.uk
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Celebrate the Muslim festival of Eid this
July. Throughout July and August, you’ll
find many Eid parties and events organised
in UK. Go on the net to find out the time
and date of the event before you head out
so that you’re prepared. Put on your best
clothes and dress well for the occasion. Call
your family, friends and loved ones to celebrate a day of unity and forgiveness.
One of the best events is Eid in Trafalgar
Square, planned for Saturday 2nd August
2014 from 1.30pm to 6pm where you will
find live music, food stalls, exhibitions and
displays about Islam. For more information
visit
www.london.gov.uk/get-involved/events/
eid-festival-2014

Eid Festival

Living Islam – a spiritual holiday
experience
An opportunity to celebrate Eid at the Living Islam Festival held
at the 205 acres of the open grounds of Lincolnshire Showground. Four days of camping experience with fun and activities such as sports, music, entertainment, talks, souk and much
more. For more details visit www.livingislam.org.uk

3 Ways To
Pick Up
New Skills
Get Creative
Short courses
Give yourself a treat and attend a short
course learning something new to
develop your personality. This could be
a personal styling course. Search the
net for your local courses and locations.
Fashion Retail Academy in London will
be holding 3 day short courses in June
and July introducing personal styling
covering body shapes, proportions,
colours, styling in shows and how to
build an effective wardrobe. For more
details visit www.fashionretailacademy.
ac.uk
Learning Holiday
What could be the best way to book
yourself a holiday and pick up new
skills? You could go on holiday in a
different city or another country –
observe people around you, observe
restaurants, menus, food, beach
activities, festivals, fairs, and people.
There is always something to learn,
something to pick up – just plan a
productive holiday. Or simply attend
a course during your holiday such as
sailing, martial arts, cooking etc.
Share the laughter
Ever wanted to try your hand at stand –
up comedy or maybe just want to make
your friends laugh. There are various
comedy schools and clubs around. If you
would like some expert ideas email the
famous award winning Jeff Mirza on
jeffmirzalondon@aol.co.uk. Jeff will be
happy to give you some expert ideas and
guide you with the training.
SAVERAH WOMEN Summer 2014 | 7

Jewels of the Waist
Belts - which one is yours

For spring/summer 2014 big fashion
houses all brought back statement
belts. The message is the bigger the
better.
A belt is a stylish accessory that
can transform even the dullest outfit
making it stand out. Nowadays there
are a lot of options when it comes
to choosing the perfect belt but if
you truly want a belt that will flatter
your silhouette you must choose it
according to your body type.
The best way to choose the
perfect belt is to experiment with
different widths and styles. Here are a
few things you need to keep in mind
when shopping for belts:
Petite
If you’re on the petite side, opt for a
skinny belt or try to wear a belt that
doesn’t contrast with the colour of
clothing. Placement: A little lower
than your natural waistline.
Pear-shape
Medium-width belts are best for
you and will look more feminine.
Avoid wearing large or small belts.
Placement: Right above the navel,
below bust.
Banana-shape
Wear a thin or medium belt in a
contrasting colour. Placement:
smallest part of your waist.
Hourglass
Wide or thin monochromatic belts are
the best choice for hourglass body

type. Moreover, try to choose darker
colors like brown, navy or black
that will be in contrast with clothing.
Placement – natural waist line.
Plus Size
Plus size women can
wear a wide belt. Leather
belts are a good choice
and choosing dark colours
will flatter your figure as they have a
slimming effect. Placement: Around
the middle of the waist.

Alaïa Laser-cut belt

Biba Ellie jean belt

Apple-shape
To balance an apple figure we need
to balance the mid-section of the
body. Apple-shaped figure will look
proportionate if you wear medium
sized belt. Pick a belt the same
colour as your top and choose
quilted belts for a better result.
Placement: 3 inches down from the
waist.

Nanette Lepore metallic belt

Biba Julianne
waist belt

Tips
• Wearing a belt the same colour as
your clothes has a great slimming
effect.
• Wide dark belt with an interesting
buckle also have a slimming effect.
• Avoid wearing your belt too tight as
this can cause internal damage.
• Pregnant women too can wear
belts, the key is to place the belt
above your bump.
• The most popular size of belt that
is suitable for all body types is
medium sized belt that is about 2
inches thick.

Ralph Lauren
leather waist belt

MAISON BOINET
black wide
GIVENCHY Wide Shark
lock leather belt

Ralph Lauren braided
eco-leather belt
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Photos by Blushhh Photography

Catwalk Trends

Grand Designs

Sri Munawwarah Design

Modesty Ablaze
on a London
Catwalk

Covered & Proud
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House of Khaleeji

Divya Oswal

S

averah Fashion weekend took place on the
23rd and 24th November 2013; the event
was a resounding success with women
attending from all over the country eager to
see a fashion show reflecting Islamic influences
designed by Muslim designers.
The Saverah Fashion weekend in collaboration
with the Global Peace & Unity Event was held at
London’s hot spot venue Excel Centre. The event
was sponsored by Human Appeal International
and Sri Munawwarah Designs. The event offered
a brand new platform for Muslim designers to
showcase their creativity and talent challenging
prevalent western modes of style and fashion and
in the process highlighting the fact that Muslim
women can be just as stylish and fashionable and
at the same time maintain their modesty.
One of the positive effects of globalisation is
the fusing of different cultures and ideas involving
food, clothing and lifestyles; which means taking
what is good and incorporating it in one’s way of
life.

Jeny Tjahyawati

Chenille

Saverah Fashion Weekend
London – the cutting
edge platform for UK and
International designers

Saverah fashion weekend was just about
that, it highlighted the influences and fusion of a
multi cultural society reflected in the work of the
designers, some who were brought up in the West
and some from different countries and cultures,
all highlighting in their own way how the Islamic
ethos of modesty can be combined with style and
glamour.
The fashion event was held at an important
time in the world of Islamic fashion which is fast
developing into a lucrative business of not only
clothes, but jewellery, shoes and handbags. Many
of the designers were part of reputable fashion
houses and had taken part in many prominent
international fashion shows. The event gave
established design companies as well as the
emerging new talent an opportunity to highlight
their styles to wider markets and also set up
exhibition stands so buyers could browse at their
leisure.

Nuniek Mawardi

NEDA

Fusion by Anaya
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Fashion

Look cool as the season
heats up, the floaty
fabrics in pastel shades
feel like a gentle breeze
as they swirl around
your body

Dress: Chenille
Scarf: Aura Hijab
Necklace: Accessorize
Make up: Huma Islam
Hijab Styling: Sshaaki Hijabs
General Styling: SW
16 | SAVERAH WOMEN Summer 2014

Fashion
Dress: Sri Munawwarah Design
Scarf: Aura Hijab
Necklace: Monsoon
Make up: Huma Islam
Hijab Styling: Sshaaki Hijabs
General Styling: SW

Capture a
moment of
peace and
serenity in this
ultra-romantic
silhouette
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Inside Designer

“Middle Eastern
Promise of Style
and Glamour”
Amina Al Jassim
Dar Breesam is a famous design label owned by Amina al Jassim, a Saudi fashion
designer who has made an impact not only in places like Saudi Arabia, Dubai,
Qatar, Lebanon, but also has dressed royalty and the likes of Princess Rania of
Jordan and Queen Sophia of Spain. She has also designed for American singer
actress Queen Latifa and countless famous Arabic actresses and singers. Her
belief that “you can wear the colours of the season, the style of the season... you
can get the traditions and principles right and still be fashionable” is reflected in
all her glamour collections.

Interviewed by Samya Tahir
22 | SAVERAH WOMEN Summer 2014

Beauty Notebook

B

efore the advent of expensively packaged beauty
creams women from all over
the world for generations had resorted to nature remedies to help
beautify themselves. These remedies have been tried and tested
and do not include any form of
artificial formulas and chemicals,
also they are inexpensive if you
are on a tight budget.

Enhance Your Beauty
the Eastern Way
Easy guide to enrich your daily beauty rituals by resorting
to nature’s remedies and exotic rituals.

Smooth wrinkle free skin
Women over generations in the
Middle East and the subcontinent
have been taught by their
grandmothers and mothers to
keep their skin clear and blemish
free by using plant-based oils and
essential oils instead of harsh
cleansers. Natural oils effectively
remove makeup and dirt without
stripping the skin of natural oils
which help keep it smooth and
wrinkle free.

Keeping Face & Body
Smooth
Natural oils including olive,
almond, coconut, are often used
to keep the body and face skin
moisturized after a bath.

Argan Oil
Argan oil is plant oil produced
from the kernels of the Argan
tree mainly found in Morocco. It
is high in Vitamin E, and increasingly used in most skin and hair
beauty treatments. It is used
to hydrate skin and hair, treat
blemishes and prevent the signs
of aging.

Hair & Scalp Treatments
Henna has been used for
thousands of years on skin and
hair. For hair and scalp, it is an
effective moisturizer that makes
26 | SAVERAH WOMEN Summer 2014

hair shiny and strong. It is also
ideal for giving reddish highlights
to dark hair. However never try
to use hair colour over henna hair
as it can distort hair colour and
texture.

Fuzz Free
Sugaring is the age old process of
mixing sugar, water and lemon
juice into a paste to remove
unwanted hair, a lot like waxing.
However as hot wax can be harsh
on the skin sugaring is a lot more
gentle.

Acne and skin blemishes
Turmeric is a strong natural
antiseptic that also has antiinflammatory properties and
therefore can be taken internally
and externally. In the subcontinent especially turmeric is
mixed with some milk or water

to lighten and smooth the skin.
Those who have acne can make
a paste with water and dot it on
directly to blemishes.

Facial Toner
Boil rose petals in water and put
in a clean bottle for a natural,
calming toner which can be
sprayed on anytime to brighten
the skin.

Face Masks
Yogurt is great for soothing down
the skin and there are many ways
one can use it. You can use it on
its own, with egg whites, or with
oatmeal and olive oil. To make
the egg white mask, mix two egg
whites with one cup of yogurt.
For the oatmeal mask, mix one
cup oatmeal with one cup of
yogurt and 2 tablespoons of olive
oil. SW

Up Close & Personal

“Four

Women
in My

Life”

A

former pop icon who had worked with top
Pakistani models and actresses, with a
massive women fan base Junaid Jamshed
former lead singer of Vital Signs overturned his life
around 90 degrees to follow a more austere path of
Islam.
Away from the glamour world of show biz,
today he is an international globe trotter whose
mission is to give ‘Dawah’ and invite people to
Islam. His fan base has grown worldwide and he has
been continually included in the list of 500 most
influential Muslims in the world, which to some
extent is important as it means when ‘Junaid speaks
people listen’.
In an open authoritative manner he speaks about
many aspects of his life, and yet the down to earth
humane part of him still admits ‘I am not a saint’.

Exclusive Interview with Shabana Syed
Photos: Mobin Ansari
After his astonishing move to walk away from
a lucrative pop career he has worked closely with
Muslim Charity as its Vice President to alleviate
poverty, in particular targeting problems faced by
poor vulnerable women, like building hospitals
for expectant mothers, and creating awareness for
women suffering from conditions like Fistula.
His considerable contribution to charitable
works didn’t prevent him from creating a furore
amongst women rights groups after he made remarks
on the importance of women as home makers and
why he did not allow his wife to drive?
What does Junaid Jamshed think of women may
be difficult to fathom, however we can understand
the man better if we look closely at his attitude to
the 4 women who are not only constant in his life but
also close to his heart.
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Feature

I

n Sweden a pregnant Muslim
had her headscarf torn off her
head and she was slammed
against a car as her assailant
verbally abused her with racial
slurs, causing her to pass out.
Another horrific incident which
took place last year involved
another pregnant woman in a
hijab who was attacked by two
Islamophobic men in the Paris

and soap operas.
As Islam continues to be
portrayed as a violent oppressive
religion in the West, the baffling
paradox is that it is also the
fastest growing religion in
the world, and statistics show
that out of a large numbers of
converts to Islam every year a
greater number are women; and
it appears these western ‘non

has become not only a symbol
of courage, strength but also
resistance.
And this resistance is
spreading. Last year after these
horrific incidents Swedish women
of various faiths posted photos on
the Internet wearing an Islamic
headdress to express solidarity
with Muslim women who are
facing daily verbal and physical

By Shabana Syed

Why is
this Piece
of Cloth so
Controversial?
suburb of Argenteuil. She suffered
a miscarriage.
How can a small piece of
cloth inspire so much hatred,
how did the simple headscarf
become a symbol of strength
against adversity and vicious hate
attacks? How did this simple cloth
described by leaders in Europe as
a ‘symbol of oppression’ become a
symbol of strength – for certainly
one needs courage to wear it in an
atmosphere where Isamophobia
rules and is perpetuated through
the wider popular culture through
TV Channels, Hollywood films
34 | SAVERAH WOMEN Summer 2014

oppressed’ women are running at
top speed to adorn the headscarf
and join the so called oppressed
women who most westerners
want to ‘liberate’ by pulling off
their scarves.
The hijab is centre stage in
the political discourse these days
with fickle politicians aiming
to score points urged on by far
right fascist movements, however
the hijab debate is not so simple
as it incorporates fundamental
human rights issues like religious
freedom, free will and female
equality. Today this simple cloth

abuse for following the dictates of
their religion.
The effort was part of a Hijab
Outcry Campaign, initiated
by Swedish women, including
some politicians and media
personalities to raise awareness
of the discrimination that Muslim
women are facing.
The participants posted their
photographs on social media
websites while donning different
forms of hijab. The woman
activists further called on the
Swedish government to guarantee
the right of religious freedom in

Entrepreneur in Focus

S

hazia Saleem is no ordinary
ethics therefore they were
UK entrepreneur Peter Jones, one
woman; she may just be 29
incredibly supportive of us “.
of the “dragons” from the BBC
but has achieved remarkable
She had been working on
TV show Dragons’ Den, in which
success in a short space of time
the idea to set up ieat for the
inventors and businesses pitch for
by targeting a gap in the market
past 8 years, working on every
investments.
and establishing a food company
aspect of the business, however
For Shazia getting a job in Mr
called ieat foods. This newly
more importantly she did not
Jones investment and portfolio
launched company caters mainly
want to compromise her Islamic
office, after leaving university was
to British born second generation
principles, so to ensure that every
an “unbelievable opportunity”
Muslims and anyone else
and a great learning
interested in wholesome
experience.
food produced ‘without
growth stimulants fed to
SERIAL
the animals, using only
natural ingredients and
ENTREPRENEUR
packaged responsibly’.
“Many people ask me
The gap in the market
how a Muslim girl with
as most Muslims are aware
a hijab landed a job in
of is the availability of
the go getting world of
popular British and Italian
investment portfolios
In a world where we are constantly
dishes like Shepherd’s
and projects. I always
confronted with negative images of
pie and Lasagne made
say I have never suffered
Muslims it is a breath of fresh air to any discrimination, I
available to Muslims in the
same form but with halal
didn’t ever feel the hijab
see a young single hijabed girl
meat.
inhibited me in any
making headway success in the
way. Rather in a room
She explains: “Being
tough and competitive business of
full of grey haired white
a real foodie, the idea to
middle aged men I would
set up ieat foods came out
convenience food
sometimes be the only
of genuine frustration,
hijabed girl there and
a result of watching my
By Shabana Syed
everyone knew who I was
friends eat hot meals
and were keen to discuss
made out of non halal
my ideas”.
meat while I had to contend
product was purely halal she
Described by some as a ‘serial
myself with cold egg or tuna
went through the halal certifying
entrepreneur’ she always had
sandwiches. It was then that I
agencies.
business acumen from a very
realised there was an essential
She explains: “ We had a
young age. “As a young girl I was
need for the same type of food
major problem close to launch
always wheeling and dealing in
made available with halal meat.”
regarding our recipes when The
the playground, making things to
From her first meeting with
European Halal Development
sell and when I was at university I
Sainsbury’s she impressed the
Agency, advised us that vinegar
had a few businesses on the go”.
team enough to get them on
used in 7 out of 12 of our
At university she was
board by supporting her and
products is seen as a ‘grey
excellent in netball and hockey,
selling her food brand in their
area’ in Islam. We didn’t want
however due to a sports injury
stores.
to compromise on anything
and an inability to play she
“From the first meeting to the
therefore we re-worked all of
turned her talent to running her
time we launched was a period
the recipes so that the flavour
own sports coaching academy.
of just 6 months. Sainsbury’s
remained the same but the
Not content with just that she
business team were aware of the
vinegar was removed, it was a
set up another business to help
need for a trusted brand that
difficult time for us as a new
tutor Muslim girls who had been
would not only cater to Muslims
company about to launch”
withdrawn from further studies
but was also committed to quality,
It is this kind of commitment
by their parents and were sitting
great taste and had business
that landed her a job working for

Young Gifted
and Muslim
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Business Development

That Light Bulb Moment
Abida Ghafoor is the CEO of Arc Management Consulting, which specialises in
business consultancy services. Here she outlines an essential action plan which
could turn your dream to a successful reality.

W

hen waking up with a ‘Eureka’ business idea, just as
you are about to run to the nearest note pad and pen
in hope that this prospective concept doesn’t slip
away, it is always good to start thinking about a process to put
in place.
Bring your idea to market as quickly as possible and don’t
allow yourself to hesitate while the market edges on. Too many
entrepreneurs fail to turn their business ideas into reality,
allowing others to lead the way instead.
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Steps to Success

The 7
Practices
of Highly
Successful
Business
Women
All around us we see
successful people often judging
them by their shoes and handbags
and the superficial accessories
that they wear.
These items are an external
expression of the internal
success they have. And some
might say that the Mulberry
handbag or LK Bennett shoes are
unnecessary. I disagree; I think
the outward display of success
reflects the internal belief which
then manifests itself into more
success. Why is this important?
Because it is the internal belief
and emotional attachment to
success that creates the outward

Saiyyidah Zaidi is a business coach and
psychologist. She is founding partner of a
City coaching practice and works with
clients internationally.
expression and then the outward
expression emphasises the
internal belief. Look, I am not
saying go out and get yourself an
expensive handbag, especially
if you cant afford it, what I am
saying is that the awareness
of this is critical to building
conscious habits and practices
which you can use to enhance
the actual and emotional quality
of your life as an employee or
entrepreneur.
When it comes to the habits
of successful people it matters
because while something is still a
habit it means that you are having
to put effort in and that particular

task or feeling you want to have
requires energy. However, when
a habit becomes a practice it just
becomes part of life, something
you do everyday like praying and
brushing your teeth.
For me it is the practises
of highly successful people
that is the key to the enhanced
success that so many Muslimahs
are looking to achieve in their
businesses and at home. Many
of these practices also have their
foundation in the Sunnah and are
now being used by non Muslims
as ‘success practices.’
Let’s look at 7 of these
practices:
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Ramadan Update

Healthy Eating
During Ramadan

R

amadan is a great opportunity to start some healthy habits
and get rid of some bad ones. There are two main meals
during Ramadan the Suhr and Iftaar. We spend a lot time
contemplating on what to eat during iftaar. Why? Because we all love
the pleasure of eating.
The Prophet Muhammad (SAW) said, “Allah said: …..Fasting is a
screen (from Hell) and there are two pleasures (moments of happiness
or joys) for a fasting person, one is at the time of breaking his fast, and
the other is at the time when he will meet his Lord.” Bukhari

DON’T LEAVE FOOD
FOR SHAITAAN

DON’T EAT
TOO MUCH
This eating pattern does
not benefit the Muslim,
who should do all
things in moderation,
including his eating.
The Prophet, (S.A.W)
said: “A Believer eats in
one intestine, whereas
a non-believer eats in
seven intestines”

The Prophet, (S.A.W) commanded us never
to waste food, because food that we waste
is eaten by shaitaan. He (S.A.W) said: “The
shaitaan is present with everyone of you in
everything he does; he is even present when
he eats food, so if any on of you drops a
mouthful, he should remove away anything
filthy on it and eat it and not leave it for the
devil; and when he finishes, he should lick
his fingers for he does not know in what
portion of his food the blessing ties.”

REMEMBER
Too much indulgence at
iftaar can cause gastritis which
is condition that covers a variety
of stomach disorders that
result from inflammation of the
stomach lining.
A lot of research has gone
in to providing healthy eating
guidelines by the NHS in the
UK. One such contributor of this
research was Dr Razeen Mahroof,
an anaesthetist from Oxford. He
advises us that
“A balanced food and fluid
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intake is important between
fasts. The kidney is very efficient
at maintaining the body’s
water and salts, such as sodium
and potassium. However,
these can be lost through
sweating. To prevent muscle
breakdown, meals must contain
enough energy food, such as
carbohydrates and some fat.”
As with our normal daily
food intake our Ramadan diet
should incorporate a balanced
meal with the right proportion of
carbohydrates, fat and protein.

Nasima Khatun is a food
blogger who promotes healthy
eating and specialises in
wedding cakes and fruit
displays.
AFTER EATING
We should express this
gratitude in the manner in
which the Prophet taught us.
He said: “One who has eaten
some food and then says: ‘AlI
praise is for Allah, who has
given me this (food to eat]
and provided me without any
effort or power on my part’,
he will have his sins forgiven.

BREAKING YOUR
FAST
Water is life. This is a very
common term we are
accustomed to hearing but it
is very true. When we break
our fast we do not want to
overburden our digestive
system. The best benefit of
fasting is realized when a fast
is broken slowly by taking it
easy. Breaking your fast with
water is the initial signal
telling your body that it will be
nourished with food soon. So
the body prepares for it.
Why Dates? Traditionally,
dates are known as the food
Muhammad (SAW) ate when
he broke his fast. During the
period of Ramadan, when
fasting lasts from sunrise to
sunset, the body can develop
mild health problems such as
headaches, low blood sugar,
and lethargy. Dates are an
excellent source of fibre, sugar,
magnesium, potassium, and
have carbohydrates which will
aid the body in maintaining
health and aid digestion.

